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GERMAN INDUSTRY: GOOD START TO Q4 

Berenberg Macro Flash 
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Following big jumps in industrial Following big jumps in industrial Following big jumps in industrial Following big jumps in industrial orders and retail sales in October, the second successive rise in German orders and retail sales in October, the second successive rise in German orders and retail sales in October, the second successive rise in German orders and retail sales in October, the second successive rise in German 
industrial output provides further evidence of a resilient startindustrial output provides further evidence of a resilient startindustrial output provides further evidence of a resilient startindustrial output provides further evidence of a resilient start for the German economy to the final quarter of 
the year. Industrial output rose by 0.2% mom in October, following a 1.1% increase in September. Manufacturers 
were in line with the average, construction output rose by 1.4%, while energy output fell by 1.1% mom, probably 
reflecting a relatively mild early autumn. Within manufacturing, intermediate and consumer goods production 
rose, while capital goods output fell modestly by 0.4% mom. The latter may point to underlying weakness, as it 
was driven by key industries like car manufacturing (-0.9% mom) and machinery (-1.0% mom). But after falling by 
0.4% qoq in Q3, the October data puts industrial output on track for an expansion by 0.2% qoq in Q4 if monthly 
output remains unchanged in November and December. 
 
TTTThe hard data paints a brighter picture of the economy at the start of Q4 than survey based datahe hard data paints a brighter picture of the economy at the start of Q4 than survey based datahe hard data paints a brighter picture of the economy at the start of Q4 than survey based datahe hard data paints a brighter picture of the economy at the start of Q4 than survey based data. That may 
explain why key surveys like the Ifo business climate index improved in November and raises hopes that the 
worst of the economic rough patch may be over. As the news from Ukraine is not getting much worse anymore 
and other risks like Ebola and IS seem more contained, confidence can respond better to the fundamentally ro-
bust position of the German economy, which comes through in most of the hard data, including the labour mar-
ket. But for the confidence rebound to lead to stronger GDP growth rates will still take some time. We expect 
Germany to reach growth rates near 2% by Q2 2015 
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